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Books Books NOOK Books Newspaper kiosk Teens - YA Children's Toys Games - Collectibles Stationery - Gifts Movies - TV Music Selling Books Books NoOK Books Teenagers - YA Children's Toys Games - Collectible Stationery - Gifts Movies - TV Music Sale There's a Girl in Their School Who Is
Always Sick. She usually comes late, leaves early, or doesn't show up at all, and misses the gym as not easy, of course. She's beautiful, and the boys whisper that she's a cloistered princess. As the self-described worst loser in his class soon finds out, they just don't know what monster she is. So begins
the story of mysterious ailments that are supernatural in origin, but deeply revealing the human psyche, a set of affairs as given an unexpected feeling as it is to irreverent humor. So begins the legendary novel, which kicked off the monoGATARI series, whose anime adaptations are internationally popular
and critically acclaimed. This first of three installments presents Senjogahara and Hachikuji, and fans of the blockbuster prequel KI'sUMOGATARI will be excited to meet their favorite lunatics again: the oddly reliable narrator Araragi, the class president among Hanekawa's class presidents, the shady
problem-solver Oshino, and some pale, blonde former vampire. ISBN-13: 978194293889 Publisher: Kodansha USA Publish Date: 12/20/2016 Series: Monogatari , #1 Pages: 24 0 Sales Rating: 44 532 Product Sizes: 5.52 (w) x 7.50 (h) x 0.63 (d) Under a lonely street lamp in a provincial town in Japan,
lies a white woman, blonde, alone, robbed all four limbs but undead. Indeed, among the local girls are circulating rumors that the vampire came to their backwater, from all places. Koyomi Araragi, who prefers to avoid friends because they would reduce his intensity as a person naturally skeptical.
However, it is to him that the blood-sucking demon, a concept dated twice, beckons on the first day of spring break as he makes his way home with fresh loot morally compromising periodicals. Always disarmingly candid, often fun playful and sometimes destructively moving, KI'umonOGATARI: Rana
Tale is the perfect gateway to the world of author NISIOISIN, the bestselling young writer in Japan today. The prequel to BAKEMONOGATARI (Monster Tale), is where the legendary monoGATARI series, whose anime adaptations enjoy international popularity and critical acclaim, begins. In January 2016,
a theatrical performance based on KIZUmonogatari is to be released in Japan. ISBN-13: 9781941220979 Publisher: Kodansha USA Publish Date: 12/15/2015 Series: Monogatari Series Page: 354 Sales Rank: 75,286 Product sizes: 5.40 (w) x 7.40 (h) x 1.10 (d) Age range: 14 years Large prosaic voice,
strong central and endless thematic echoes make it a rich experience for fans and probably fun even for beginners. - Anime News Network Kizumonogatari keeps eyes glued to the page, intertwining normal with paranormal phenomena . . . For the most part, the English translation of Kizumonogatari does
a great job in capturing the tone and style of the original. The characters are still fun, quirky, and just as animated as they were in a show supported by strong dialogue. - Japanator.com From the publisher launching the third or final season of the international cult hit series, Possession of a Tale returns the
narrator's headset back to high school senior and amateur savior Koyomi Araragi, who used to avoid friendship once upon a time because it would reduce his intensity as a person - a lone apprehension that might have been on the sign that was. At present it is not about the precarious fate of one of his



cherished confr'res, or rather the cons'urs to which he will help, vision invisible, with the resistant monster, but his own anomalous condition and his prolonged abuse. If everything comes with a bill, and if no man is an island, then the price of selfless pulp and bloodshed it ironically cases becomes
inhumane forever? That's as they say! Our hero, whose name means calendar, but who has no one in his room, sees no need to hurry, so, on our way to the deep mysteries of the superhuman aspect, expect the super-deep deconstruction of the alarm clock. On his arm is this volume (hardly ever) of his
humor: his little sisters, a living corpse doll, and his violent mistress. ISBN-13: 9781947194472 Publisher: Kodansha USA Publish Date: 04/30/2019 Series: Monogatari Sales Division: 181,329 Product Dimensions: 5.54 (w) x 7.49(h) x 0.72(d) One can point out, that light novel, as medium as well as the
entire Japanese animation industry, go through a long period in which competent authors and writers are snobbed, producing rather of the same, so that the public is satisfied without risking money for anything new or unfamiliar. Of course, this may not be fully blamed on buyers, since even competent
authors seem to become so engrossed in their own fame they think fans will forgive any missteps once it becomes clear that your wo could point out that a light novel, as an environment, as well as the entire Japanese animation industry, go through a long period in which competent authors and writers
are sobbed, producing, and more of the same, Of course, this may not be fully blamed on buyers because even competent authors seem to become so absorbed in their own fame they think fans will forgive any missteps once it becomes clear your work will sell no matter how you wrote yourself in and
ended ideas years ago: Tanigawa Haruhi Suzumiya series much much much but a clear example of this, and Nishio Isin apparently is not much better with his Monogatari series, suffering in this Kizumonogatari exactly the same problems of indulgence we have observed for years. The story is nothing
more than your average rewrite of Campbell's monomite, where one simple (read boring or made just for self-inserting) character is thrown into the fantasy world and the mysteries of the series is not so coincidences, he has to fight the villains to get a magical item, there is an old sage helping him at every
turn so he doesn't get himself killed, the damsel in trouble, the final boss, the moral and a few predictable twists. I've often heard Nisio revered as an unusual author who plays a lot with puns, formulations and crush stereotypes, and admittedly he does so in the series sometimes, while Kizumonogatari
shows an understanding of his own genre just as Superman Snyder shows an understanding of what made Batman Nolan so fresh and innovative for superhero movies. Being basically a character-driven novel is hard to talk about the plot without considering the cast, but in this case it only proves once
again how little thought was put into the story from the start. Our main character is presented as an apathetic, isolated, cynical but, in truth, deeply frightened human interaction, which would be for a much more interesting, though hardly oginal characteristic, if explored well. Instead, Nishi is able to copy
only your everyday Ikari Shinji #13k from Neon Genesis Evangelion, which is not really a hard feat in itself, given how many authors have already stolen the character before him, but by mimicking what young readers could have treated better, he failed to reproduce the deep background that made Shinji
a complex human character from the beginning. So we are left with Arargargi Koyomi, whose main feature behaves in a completely random way and contradicts itself, being at the same time a cowardly self-inflating prick and a masterful street warrior whose strategy is only the second Sun Tzu, despite
never knowing anything about their enemies and acting on pure recklessness. This lack of character is often once presented as intentional, but that doesn't make it any less ridiculous. From the very beginning of the book we have a meeting of our main character with an unknown, dark not so secret world
of vampires and oddities, in the form of a 500-year-old vampire lady mutilated and on the verge of death, which requires the blood of the hero to survive. And he, reflecting on how she is a monster, a murderer, a beast from outside, decides, despite his side and average personality, to sacrifice herself to
save her. Are you starting to feel Jesus Christ's vibe here? Of course, anyone who is fortunate enough to read or study about the Christian religion knows that Jesus was that much of character, because his father brought him to atone for humanity, to abolish the original sin and to give us our return to the
garden of Eden (someday), and Aralagi is just a guy. Do we ever know why he feels like that, what his motives are, or who he is in the depths of life? No, not once, and given this book is told in the first person from his point of view, it's amazing how little we learn about him. Our spin-off character,
Hanekawa Tsubasa, doesn't give much more credit for the veracity of the story: she is presented as a wonderful woman, genius, top student, witty character and her main feature through the entire novel has big breasts. She's also a damsel in trouble, which means her goal can be summed up as
kidnapping, taken hostage and undressing for the main character (I wish I was joking). Surprise surprises, she's also devoid of character, but who would have guessed that the female hero labeled her breast size and pattern on her female lower under lower under being is actually nothing more than
misogynistic indulgence. What a shock! Although, I must admit, at some point the author tried to give her some depth by having the character of herself remarks as she is not as good a person and has a sneaky side, which is, in fact, pretty awful. And do we ever understand why she confirms this or
witnessed some of the events that prove such statements? Again, no, we don't. I think this would be a great time for Linkin Park's old crawling joke. Presumably you'll get to know it better in another installment of the Monogatari series, and if so, why are you worried about telling us now, wasting precious
time instead of waiting for the right moment (and books) to introduce new conflicts? And then there's any other character who composes such a superficial and poorly studied cast that I don't even have anything to say about them. Basically, their goal is to fit into the story so that the main characters had
something to work with, but they are not interesting characters. Virtually no explanation for the villains, how should we take care of fights or feel the tension? Some insight is given once the battle is over, but by then there are not many moral issues to discuss since we are already left with only the winner.
He's right by default. An important feature of the novel is its humor, relying heavily on hyperbole and breaking the fourth wall, which works in theory for a story that wants to ridicule the standard tropes of such vampires, fan service, selfless heroes and light novels in general. Unfortunately, as mentioned
earlier, the understanding that history should mock not enough eyes are smart enough to separate the separate from flaws, at worst disposing of your own jokes too much: the first time you say that it would be difficult to revive what is being told can be clever, a second time forgiven if in context, but from
the third year it is clear that someone lacks ideas. Metafiction is not an easy way out to captivate your readers into action for cheap laughs when everything else has failed; Arthur Dent never stopped to ponder how difficult it would be to make a TV series or a film about a two-headed character, the author
has always had a better joke to serve. There are also a few examples of attempts at sex comedy, such as breast massage, to boost the concentration of a fighter before the last fight, which again may even be a funny idea (for some) about how it is introduced if it is not dragged for so long. And that's it, I
think, five years after having discussed the concept of genius and the specifics of people's goals, the same author relies on cheap vulgar jokes a high school boy will find funny to entertain his readers. Which brings us to the next point, the letter itself. Now the prose is just painful. Whatever happened to
the author of Kubisima Romance, who showed intelligence, irony, horror and managed to follow the stream of consciousness of a completely deranged and unreliable narrator, unfortunately, forgotten in this book. Instead, we get a four-page description of a schoolgirl's underwear flashing thanks to a
happy gust of wind, with a rebuke on page five of how four pages where wasted. Surely that the destruction of the fourth wall is the main source of humor in the book, how should the audience respond to this? This serves to parody, perhaps, but no one can help but notice that four pages were wasted on
one joke without giving anything more of the plot or characterization. It's fast paced, of course, but how much does it mean when a letter is redundant, unnecessarily lengthy and gets into the same problems it's trying to scoff? He loses himself in descriptions we couldn't care about, gives meticulous
details, forgetting to even give character to his own characters and worst of all the unforgivable amount of pandering base. Where an experienced author should write the development of Nisio only manages to respond with convenience. After all, why give a character any difficulties that he or she has to
overcome with his mind and abilities, when the magic is enough to solve any problem? The act of self-delivery would have failed if the audience could not think of the main character as an empty canvas, which depicts themselves. Then, since your average reader still dreams of greatness and escapism,
let's throw some magical jargon into it. So when the main character gets his power, not just he gave super sharp feelings, strenght, super speed, instant rebirth and immortality, but the body itself adapts to better perfomances, which translates as six packs of magical appear, effortless at all. Hell, now I'd
like to be the main character, wouldn't I? You can also tell how Nishio thinks of himself as a smart guy with eccentric writing, when better he can perform lame puns and repeat over and over again the same concepts in different ways empathize with how dumb you think your readers are. There's a stream
of consciousness and there's excess, it's been decades since it's been recognized all over the world. However, he builds his own philosophy and views on everyday topics, ultimately unable to deliver any climax, either because what he writes is not as clever or original as he thinks he is or because
someone has already researched it better. So, what do we have left? Obviously, this novel should not have taken itself seriously, but it failed in the basics of self-irony and meta-jokes, it tried to ridicule industry and cliches, being at fault of the same pandering to exactly the fans. It wasn't much of an
original as a fantasy, it lacked the mystery and tension of a thriller, the action was driven by plot armor and convenience, it lacked character development, and a few amusing remarks were dumbed-down by the general sense of trying to give the mind when there's not even awareness. I feel sorry for the
author and I'm even a sorrier for myself, but most of all I'm disappointed that this novel doesn't have the redemptive feature what it is. However, it was one of the most anticipated books of his year, he could not fulfill half of his promises, and his success, however, would mean that more of these terrible
justifications of literature would be licensed in English. Meanwhile, there is still no translation in sight for Murasakiro not Kvalia or Jinrui Wa Suitai Shimashita series, now that really encourage one to support the industry. ... More... More
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